If you like...

The Outlander Series
you might like ...
Overseas by Beatriz Williams (FIC WILLIAMS, B.)
The Time Traveler’s Wife by Audrey Niffenegger (FIC NIFFENEGGER, A.)
The love story of Henry and Claire whose lives are punctuated by Henry's disappearance to
different points in time--sometimes even back to visit Claire as a young woman. When Henry
meets Claire, he is twenty-eight, and she is twenty. He's a hip, handsome librarian; she is an art
student with Botticelli hair. Henry has never met Claire before; Claire has known Henry since she
was six.

Life After Life by Kate Atkinson (FIC ATKINSON, K.)
Eleanor by Jason Gurley (FIC GURLEY, J.)
Years after an accident claims her twin's life and triggers her father's abandonment and mother's
ascent into alcoholism, Eleanor begins to experience supernatural dissociations that reveal her
parents' unhappy pasts and her role in helping them heal.

A Discovery of Witches by Deborah Harkness (LT FIC HARKNESS, D.)
Debut novelist Harkness has crafted a mesmerizing and addictive read, equal parts history and
magic, romance and suspense--a richly inventive novel about a centuries-old vampire, a
spellbound witch, and the mysterious manuscript that draws them together.

Velva Jean Learns To Drive by Jennifer Niven (FIC NIVEN, J.)
Forgive me by Daniel Palmer (FIC PALMER, D.)
In a heart-pounding thriller ... a woman unravels the shocking truth about her parents, her
past, and a life built upon an unthinkable lie

The Thirteenth Tale by Diane Setterfield (FIC SETTERFIELD, D.)
The Secrets of Life and Death by Rebecca Alexander (FIC ALEXANDER, R.)
The Secret History of The Pink Carnation by Lauren Willig (FIC WILLIG, L.)
Deciding that true romantic heroes are a thing of the past, Eloise Kelly, an intelligent American who
always manages to wear her Jimmy Choo suede boots on the day it rains, leaves Harvard's Widener
Library bound for England to finish her dissertation on the dashing pair of spies the Scarlet Pimpernel
and the Purple Gentian. What she discovers is something the finest historians have missed: a secret
history that begins with a letter dated 1803. Eloise has found the secret history of the Pink Carnation
the most elusive spy of all time, the spy who single-handedly saved England from Napoleon's
invasion. The Secret History of the Pink Carnation, a wildly imaginative and highly adventurous debut,
opens with the story of a modern-day heroine but soon becomes a book within a book.
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